Move Beyond Alerts to Improve Risk Awareness

Effectively managing and monitoring your SIEM technology requires an intricate balance of people, processes and technology. This challenging task is made even more difficult by the increasing volume of threats across an expanding attack surface, evolving compliance demands, talent shortages and tight budgets.

Partnering with Optiv Managed Security Services (MSS) helps you meet these growing operational and compliance demands. We provide you with access to SIEM experts 24/7/365 to increase your ability to detect and respond to threats in your environment. Optiv’s Co-Managed SIEM service monitors your security events and integrates just-in-time threat intelligence to enhance analysis and investigation of indicators of compromise. Our proven methodology for threat analysis supports remediation and incident resolution. We also provide actionable recommendations to help block future malicious activity. Optiv’s Co-Managed SIEM service can help you shift from reactive to proactive defense, increase your risk awareness and shorten your response times, all while lowering costs.

Optiv Delivers Actionable Findings

Client devices send millions of logs to a co-managed SIEM

SIEM correlates events based on Optiv content enriched by threat intelligence

SIEM sends alerts to threat analysts in SOC for human analysis

Optiv provides client with actionable findings, including prioritization of incidents

Millions of Logs

100s of Events

20 Alerts

Actionable Findings

Tuning by Expert SIEM Engineers

Enriched Content

Threat Analysis

How We Do It

Planning
Optiv’s dedicated service delivery manager serves as a point of contact and guide to onboarding.

Onboarding
After a discovery workshop, Optiv configures the SIEM and sets up log sources. We also include a health check and SIEM tuning to ensure response readiness.

Monitoring
Experts begin monitoring the environment 24/7/365, analyzing threats and providing alerts and actionable intelligence for critical incidents, as well as providing recommendations and guidance on remediation steps.

Optimizing
Optiv continually optimizes device operation to help ensure optimal performance. This includes ongoing configuration management, change management, problem management, release management, tuning and customization.

Reporting
Delivery of on-demand and scheduled reporting on defined security events to meet your business requirements.
The Optiv Advantage

Optiv can help businesses in every industry connect information security policies, procedures and practices with business goals. Our security leadership experts, backed by our team of consultants, can provide the experience you need to take your program to the next level.

Benefits of Co-Managed SIEM

Move beyond alerts to improve risk awareness
Co-managed SIEM provides you with risk awareness beyond alerts; you will quickly receive incident investigation and risk validation.

Accelerate analysis, containment and response
Reduce the amount of time it takes to respond to known and unknown threat activity by leveraging Optiv’s prioritized threat response engine.

Expand your team and lower costs
Reduce the need to build your own team of SIEM engineers and threat analysts by leveraging Optiv’s virtual team 24/7/365.

Shift to intelligence-driven operations
Your current cybersecurity strategy is enhanced by our Global Threat Intelligence Center (gTIC) tools and resources.

Rely on the Right Partner

100+ Clients Choose Optiv MSS for Co-Managed SIEM

Secure greatness™

Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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